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An Exercise to Remember
I knew that this would always be an exercise to remember. Two hours prior to Tango 8’s insertion I
received a message that one of my closest friends had passed away after a long battle with cancer.
Yardo loved that I led teams of at risk youth around the Flinders, loved everything about the
organisation so this one was for her.
The team arrived at 1300 and as they alighted from the bus this team looked to be the fittest team
I had come across in some 25 walks, I wondered if I was even going to be able to keep up. Day 2
was a massive 20km walk in 36 degree heat and the team did not whinge once. We found bodies
of water throughout the Frome and it was simply an amazing day. We had a very multicultural
team with a boy from Iran, Afghanistan and one boy Mario fresh from Italy- beautiful. It was very
interesting to hear these boys stories on what it was like in their countries in war-like conditions.
Frightening really, we don’t know how lucky we really are.
Skipping to the final day. In order to meet timings organized by the Exercise Commander to get
back to Adelaide for the funeral, the boys got up at 430am. We set off at 0545 from bushcamp
down into Voca Vocana and out along the Frome. We made it to Moonbeams Vision at 0830 and
conducted a Navex to find a hidden treasure (choccies in an ammo tin). Happy that the place the
tin had been buried for 8 days was cool enough that nothing had melted we scoffed the contents.
Conducting a small ceremony in remembrance of Pam Murray-White the boys learnt a little of
how Operation Flinders had started and the special woman who had made it possible for them to
experience this special journey they had found themselves on. Shortly after Tango 8 collected a
rock (rock representing problems to throw off Mt. Rose or a memorial rock to place on the cairn
on top) we then tore up the side of Mt. Rose in record time to the most amazing view. Stunning…
we paused in this rush, we stopped to think about the last 7 days, we took a deep breath, we were
in the now!
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2020
It is hard to write a single paragraph on a
team that was so special. Any team leader
or ATL, base staff, abseil, those that man
the stands will all say the same sort of
thing that every exercise is special, every
team is so different and the journey a little
different, amazing in its own individual
way. The memories, the feelings etched
forever within ourselves always special…
sad that we have to let go of that moment.
Tango 8 you carried me that last day to
get to where I had to be. Normally it is all
about you in my head but you made it feel
like you had my back and delivered this
team to the finish. Extraordinary effort
from a team of caring individuals that I
believe grew to love and respect
Operation Flinders over 8 days and most
of this team will be back I am sure in the
near future as PGM’s, ATL’s and maybe a
TL or two.
Sarah-Jane Joerin
Team Leader,
Exercise 4 - Charles Campbell Secondary
School

Greetings from the Chair

Mark Oliphant College Team on Exercise 1

This year has been like no other for all the reasons we know with great familiarity.
It became a year of transition that finished with a solid base from which to
broaden our horizons. It is a testament to the passion of every person involved in
Operation Flinders that the organisation has continued to thrive during 2020. The
Board was required to meet forthrightly for a period as we attempted to navigate
our way through the various challenges thrown at us by the pandemic. I sincerely
thank all Board members for being willing to go ‘above and beyond’ and giving of
their time in the best interests of the Foundation.

4 Exercises
conducted

The first three exercises scheduled in 2020 were postponed due to COVID
limitations. It must be said having four Exercises since July with 342 participants
is a very impressive feat. I am not sure that level of intensity could be maintained
but it’s comforting to know that when needed we are capable of the extraordinary.
I sincerely thank all staff and field volunteers who spend countless hours in the
preparation and conduct of our programs to support the young participants achieve
their best outcomes. The continual adjustments to our 2020 season meant an
enormous amount was asked of this group in their planning and modelling for the
exercise season this year.
The infrastructure at Yankaninna continues to develop and provide us with a very
professional setup to run our programs. I would like to acknowledge all donors,
supporters and volunteers who have assisted in creating these facilities, providing a
safe environment for us to undertake our valuable work.
Whilst we were unable to conduct our exercises in the first half of the year the
Foundation was still able to engage with our key stakeholders including our
supporters, volunteers and Peer Group Mentors via some very innovative means. I
thank the staff for their commitment ensuring that when we were able to conduct
our core programs again the transition to making this happen was as smooth as
possible.
I would like to again thank my fellow Board members and the numerous
committee members who give freely of their expertise to help steer and guide all
that goes on within the Foundation, and in particular for their energy and
enthusiasm in recent months.
Special thanks must go to all of our financial
supporters, who show great faith in us to use their
funds to provide an environment in which the
youth we serve can flourish. Without this support
we could not exist.
Finally, I thank all of our staff and volunteers, both
those in the field and those who do a myriad of
things here in the warehouse who have worked
tirelessly to deliver yet another outstanding chapter
in our long history of transforming young lives.

Rob Stobbe
Chair, Operation Flinders
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342 Participants on
Exercise

38 teams attended

SUCCESS IN THE FIELD
'Tiny' from Katherine, NT
At the end of the walk, staff discuss strengths and areas of growth with each young
person. The leadership group use this opportunity to nominate any participants they felt
had the biggest turn around. Although a few stood out, one young man had grown
immensely over the 8 days.
Kainsley Brumby ‘Tiny’ hopped off the bus with a lot of energy and anticipation of the
week ahead. He packed his bag quickly, albeit missing half of the essential items he would
require over the week. But did not hesitate to re-pack when asked by his team leaders.
This initial warm buzz that Tiny brought to the team soon diminished when he started to
get challenged physically, mentally, and emotionally. Tiny’s initial reaction was to resist
the experience because it was not the fun camping trip he had expected. It was day two
and the team was climbing Mount Rose, from one of the more challenging approaches.
Tiny was over it! We got the full dummy spit, backpack off, getting kicked and pushed
down the hill. After a short break, some muesli bars, and biscuits Tiny picked up his pack
and charged off up the front. He reached the summit, looked out at the view and then
down to the last three walkers. Tiny was back down offering to carry the pack of his
struggling teammates.
There were many more moments like this during the trip from Tiny, pushing through his
mental blocks to strive physically and then emotionally. Thank you to Santos for making
these opportunities possible for the NT youth.

Hayley McCreath, Assistant Team Leader
Exercise 4 - Katherine, NT

"In the last remaining days
Tango 6 walked with
purpose and pride"
David Smith, Team Leader

Full of Gratitude and Self Esteem
The young girl had gone quiet. Sitting by herself away from the group. Overwhelmed, teary and full of self doubt. Mt Rose loomed over
us - she knew what was coming and it seemed impossible! We had been talking about the challenge all week and now here it was. She
was smaller than the others and a bit socially awkward - she didn't quite fit in. A quiet word of encouragement and an offer to check
her pack for excess weight (removing 5kg of unnecessary clothing!) we managed to get her walking again. Without any input from the
adults the other participants decided to put the two strongest walkers in front and behind her and talk her to the top. They were full of
encouragement and kindness. The climb was steep, difficult and hot but we stayed tight as a group and took many short breaks. And
they made it! As a team. Together (and individually) the sense of achievement, shared excitement and wondrous views enveloped the
group. In the last remaining days Tango 6 walked with purpose and pride. The last night BBQ was a celebration and the young girl was
beaming with pride.
No longer the outcast she was full of gratitude and self esteem.
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David Smith, Team Leader
Exercise 2 - Coomandook Area School

CEO REFLECTIONS
A Reflection From David
When asked to write a summary of 2020 the usual adjectives
come to mind - unprecedented being the most obvious. But
it is just that particularly with regards the history of
Operation Flinders. There have been countless moments of
personal sacrifice to ensure programs went ahead from
volunteers, from staff, from former CEOs who have all at
different times funded essentials to ensure the Exercises
went ahead.
This year we had issues surrounding COVID-19 that
permeated every person’s life in some way. And so it did with
the meticulous planning for the Exercise season. In March
there was a clear directive at a Board meeting to shut down
the organisation for the year. That was unnerving.
The naive CEO had already seen dozens of volunteers put a
level of planning into these exercises that was astounding.
Detailed would be an understatement. With only a little
warning and great reluctance the decision was made to
postpone Exercise 1 and 2 and then eventually 3 as well. The
planning, the rescheduling, the disappointment and the
hundreds of young people we were denying the opportunity
to transform their lives all stung hard. The staff were nothing
short of impressive, truly working to adopt a common OFF
term - adapt and overcome.
Then two things happened - JobKeeper and local
compliance/good fortune/excellent leadership. With the
drastic and immediate reduction in income we were
challenged on how we could keep functioning.
So with JobKeeper we had an income stream that protected
OFF from the inevitable slicing away what had been solid
income streams relied upon for years.

Being swept up in the excitement of getting the Exercises
underway was a joy. Having poured over numbers for
months getting the budget tight, then adjusting for COVID19, the organisation had morphed into a spreadsheet,
multiple spreadsheets in fact for the many volunteers at
governance level who were challenged by the relentless
nature of the time. So being there when the first participant
arrived in 2020 at our glorious Yankaninna was quite an
experience. They were reluctant unsure of the journey they
faced - I knew exactly how they felt. But predictably blisters,
laughs, tears and fireside therapy began. And continued
including back to back Exercises for four months.
Hundreds of young people did things they had never
imagined doing including developing relationships with
adults they could trust. Those adults encouraged thinking
beyond the next meal and the next sleep and gently created
an environment that was unique for the supportive
challenges being faced every day of their time at the station.
It was magic.
The meals were hearty, the noise of the mess more guffaw
than anything and more legends were made. What a year it
has been.
I will be forever grateful for the absolute welcome of Wendy,
Barty and Tatts making me comfortable from the very first
day of Exercise 1. Listening to Yahoo mid Epic, observing
Dave up close, learning of Paul and Amanda’s commitment,
chatting to Neill about his craft, meeting ‘Harry’ and Heath,
having a meal with Pete - highlights in any year but this year
an honour. But that’s not to feel absolute pride in working
for an organisation that Kerry, Geoff and Cocho believe so
deeply in.

David Wark
CEO, Operation Flinders
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Peer Group Mentor
Program 2020
The PGM program gained 104 new members in 2020. Pre COVID19 we held a paddle weekend, kayaking through the Coorong and
a day at Woodhouse Activity Centre. Once COVID-19 restrictions
came in we had to cancel our ANZAC Day event, employment
weekend and Yankaninna week, but we kickstarted an online
‘COVID Edition’ program.
This saw challenges posted each fortnight for PGM’s to complete;
record a distance walk, cook a 3-course canned meal for your
family, volunteers’ recognition by posting a photo saying thanks
and pitch a fundraising plan. The pitch a plan saw 20 entries, with
one being a Colour Challenge by Tahlia. Operation Flinders has
now used this idea to incorporate into a fundraising opportunity
for schools in 2021.

104 new PGMs
joining the program

9 PGMs deployed on Exercise

6 PGM Activities hosted

5 career and job opportunity sessions

Once restrictions were eased; we went to Kangaroo Island to
assist with bushfire relief. We also competed in the Paddle SA
annual Paddle Challenge, entering four-teams. We will be
celebrating the year on December 11 at our end of year
celebration.
Thank you to SA Power Networks for their support of the PGM
Program.

PGMs weeding on Kangaroo Island
Blanchtown - Paddle SA, Paddle Challenge

Kangaroo Island Trip
We had received a grant from Lendlease to assist with
bushfire relief on Kangaroo Island. This allowed us to
host 20 PGMs for a weekend, focusing on community
assistance and helping others (and of course fun). They
enjoyed sand boarding the dunes at Kangaroo Island
Outdoor Action before listening to a presentation from
Heidi at KI Land for Wildlife about the Dunnart - a KI
endangered species. The following morning they assisted
Jim Geddes at Hanson Bay Wildlife Sanctuary by
weeding scotch thistle, which is a weed that came up
rapidly post bushfires. The PGMs then spent time with
local farmers Ben and Sabrina, a couple who lost their
whole property throughout the bushfires by levelling a
shed and removing damaged fences and trees. On the
last day, they travelled to Stokes Bay to meet Will and
Jenny, another family who were affected by the
bushfires. We planted hundreds of plants at their
property before going to beach and having a fire and
some snacks on the beach.
A big thank you to Lendlease for our grant, Kangaroo
Island Council for sponsoring our accommodation at
Vivonne Bay, Seaford Gourmet Meats for sponsoring our
BBQ dinner, SeaLink Travel Group for deducting our
travel fees, Vivvone Bay General Store for cheap burgers
and chips and The Junction Community Centre for
sponsoring a room for our presentation with Heidi.
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Hospitality - Behind the
Scenes
The Adelaide Convention Centre welcomed 11 PGMs to
an exclusive behind the scenes experience, sharing the
workings of Adelaide's largest venue, focusing on a
career in hospitality.
The half-day session included a kitchen tour where
they witnessed the large scale operation in preparation
for an up and coming event. Followed by a one-on-one
briefing and information session by staff, they learnt
about food hygiene and safety, workings of a cafe /
restaurant and basic food preparation. The PGMs had
the chance to prepare a dish in the world-class kitchen
of Home Base, followed by high cleaning standards put
to practice of course.
With budding chefs or current hospitality employees
attending the day from the PGM cohort, many were
excited to receive a certificate of attendance to add to
their list of experience.
We thank the team from the Adelaide Convention
Centre for this new experience for the young people of
the Foundation and we are excited to see the paths
that will be taken by those who attended.
All PGMs proudly sharing their certificate of attendance

Future Baristas
Our friends at SOHO, speciailists in coffee, opened their doors and
shared their knowledge with our PGMs this year, providing
training in 'the basics of coffee making'. Learning the
fundamentals of coffee making, basic coffee grinding and
tamping and pouring techniques were just some of the topics
included.
This new offering has been very popular with the young people,
with many sessions pre-booked into the future in order to fit
everyone in. In 2021 we will continue with this partnership
between SOHO and the Foundation and adopt it as an ongoing
offering to the PGMs.
It is with great pride that young people who have taken part in
this, have gone on to work in the hospitality industry and used
their skills in this area.
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PGM Mahlia preparing 3 coffees
PGM Amber preparing coffee beans

DUKE OF ED AWARD

Duke of Ed Award
The Duke of Ed Award is an internationally recognised Award. Established in 1956, the Award helps to equip young people for
life and work. In late 2019, Operation Flinders entered into a new arrangement with the Duke of Ed Award (SA). This
agreement included funding to appoint an Award Leader part-time to oversee participation in the Award. Over the past 12
months we have worked closely with the Duke of Ed Award people to align the Award with the various activities provided in
our PGM Program.
It's a delight for those in the Foundation to say that we now offer the Award at Bronze, Silver & Gold levels free of charge to
young people involved in the PGM Program. The Bronze Award can be achieved in as little as 6 months, while the Silver and
Gold Awards require a little more time and effort. We find it incredibly humbling that we can provide all of the elements
required to complete the Award in one amazing program! Of course young people can also utilise existing eligible activities
towards the Award.
In 2020 we have grown from a handful of PGM’s registered for the Award to over 50 and we anticipate by the end of 2021 that
at least 100 young people will be working towards their Award. In 2021 we will be looking for volunteers to assist as Assessors
and/or Award Leaders. If you would like to know more or you’re interested in assisting, please contact us.
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EVENTS 2020
Breakfast with Grant Stevens, Police
Commissioner
Operation Flinders was fortunate to welcome South Australian Police
Commissioner Grant Stevens APM as the key speaker at the Foundation Breakfast
in August, hosted by the Adelaide Convention Centre.
Grant shared his insight into the huge task of protecting the state against
COVID-19, with great detail shared into how decisions are made and the
importance of strong leadership in the current environment. He shared further
information into how training and experience in SAPOL prepared him for the most
challenging year of his career.
We also welcomed Craig Scott, SAPOL and experienced Team Leader to act as MC,
adding valuable knowledge of both the Foundation and the police force. Craig was
thrilled to welcome Ayrton Koning, previous Operation Flinders participant and
now police officer to speak and share his story with the 250+ guests in the room.
Ayrton was joined on stage by Tiahna, current Peer Group Mentor who shared her
recent story from Exercise, how the PGM program has helped her and how she has
been challenged by this years changes due to COVID-19.
The Foundation welcomed 5 PGMs to the function who all showed an interest in
joining SAPOL.
Thank you to Grant Stevens, Craig Scott, Ayrton Koning, Tiahna and all attendees
for their contribution on the morning

Craig, Grant and Ayrton

Ayrton, Craig and Tiahna on stage
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Grant and Chloe, PGM

EVENTS 2020
Epic Impact Bike Challenge 2020
Each year the Epic Impact Bike Challenge throws all sorts of challenges at the riders and
support crew and this year proved to be no exception.
Headwinds! For all but one of the five days of riding the team battled strong headwinds making
every one of the 709 kilometres ridden seem like double. On the other hand, as a result of the
event being held in September meant the countryside and scenery was absolutely stunning.
Day one saw the team take off from Statco on Pt. Wakefield Road and under the careful watch
of a police escort made their way out to the Stuart O’Grady bikeway then into Gawler. This stop
provided an opportunity for riders to understand why they were fundraising in learning more
about the students from Gawler & Districts College that they were supporting on the program.
Guest riders Kimberley Conte (Santos Women’s Tour Down Under Director) and Patrick Jonker
(former Tour Down Under winner and Tour de France competitor) also joined the team on day
one and upon arrival in Clare that evening shared some of their cycling stories that had the
team enthralled. MC for the evening Wayne Phillips made sure everyone enjoyed the night and
was in high spirits for the following day.
Team cohesion grew as the week progressed as the riders not only built a great spirit amongst
themselves but also with the motivational support crew who provided magnificent logistical,
promotional, medical and catering support.

David Whelan & Greg Burford

Cylists approaching Blinman

Further overnight stops in Melrose, Hawker and Angorichina provided the opportunity for a daily
debrief and for riders to learn more about Operation Flinders and the impact the program has
on young participants.
The final 160km leg from Angorichina into Yankaninna on both road bikes and mountain bikes
was a true test of physical and mental stamina as the team eventually rolled into Owiendana in
darkness to the cheers of the welcoming base camp staff.
Over the next two days the riders were provided with the opportunity to experience the
workings of an exercise and meeting teams of young people out in the field. This provides a
clear connection as to the fundraising and the beneficiaries that is an important element to the
success of the event.
In such an uncertain and chaotic year, each and every rider must be thanked and congratulated
for their commitment in giving up a week to participate and raise funds for the Foundation.
Similarly, the support team who give so much to the event also deserve to be acknowledged for
their immense contribution.
A very big thanks to our event sponsors – Catapult Foundation, Smartline Mortgage Advisors,
Power of Property, Stray Creative, Firstcare Medical and Stratco. Without their support the
event would not be the success that it is.
Epic Impact 2021 will again be held in September and the long range weather forecast is for
light southerly winds!
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EVENTS 2020
Cabra Colour Challenge

Born from the Peer Group Mentor online challenges, thought up by a young person and
evolved by the staff, the Operation Flinders Colour Challenge was created! After months of
hard work, the Foundation will officially be launching the event state-wide in 2021.
During August and September, Operation Flinders held 3 pilot events - with the Foundation
PGMs, Cabra School and Westminster College. With the event tried and tested by nearly 600
young people, we are thrilled to bring this to schools next year.

WHAT IS A COLOUR CHALLENGE?
A running event like no other! You or the Foundation can set up a course on the oval where
the students are invited to take part in being blasted with colour while running through a
number of obstacles. Both Cabra and Westminster held their Colour Challenges as part of
their end of term celebrations and our goal for 2021 is to add this to many school's sports
days, year 12 events and more.
With a newly acquired foam blaster machine, obstacle courses (optional) and loads of
coloured powder, this fundraising event involves a whole lot of fun with proceeds going to
the Foundation.

Ultimate Colour Challenge
3 obstacle courses
Foam Blaster
Giant Arch
Coloured Powder
Colour Challenge wrist bands
Colour Challenge t-shirt
Speaker & music

$25 per student

Colour Over All
Foam Blaster
Giant Arch
4 Coloured Powder options
Colour Challenge wrist bands
Colour Challenge t-shirt
Speaker & music

$18 per student

Puffs of Powder
4 Coloured Powder options
Colour Challenge wrist bands

$12 per student
Westminster Colour Challenge
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MOONBEAMS BLEND
Coffee Beans That Give Back
In August, Operation Flinders was
excited to launch Moonbeam's
Blend - Operation Flinders very own
coffee bean brand.
As the Foundation paces towards its
30th anniversary, it only seemed
like a fitting time to commemorate
our founder, Pam Murray-White.

Pam Murray-White had a vision – to provide troubled teens with a life changing
experience. Pam knew that being “out bush” cleared the head and was good for the
soul. So in 1991 and with the spectacular Flinders Ranges as the backdrop, Operation
Flinders was born. The first participants carried their gear in backpacks, slept rough,
abseiled, learnt about indigenous culture, cooked over an open fire and learnt about
resilience, courage, team-work and self-confidence - a format unchanged to this day.
Affectionately known as “Moonbeam”, Pam passed away on 13 August, 1995. In the
shadows of Mt. Rose, on Yankaninna Station where the program is run, there’s a
memorial to Pam called “Moonbeam’s Vision”. Our label depicts the location of the
memorial on a topographical map of the property. Program participants are brought to
this spot where they can take a moment to stop and reflect on their journey or leave a
thank you note to Pam.
Today, Pam’s vision has evolved into a program that has provided opportunities for
over 8,000 young people.

moonbeamsblend.com.au
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So while you’re enjoying a cup of Moonbeam’s Blend, sit back, relax and know that
your purchase is supporting Pam’s work in transforming the lives of young people at
risk.

TRAINING
Cert IV in Outdoor Leadership
In the first year of commencement of Certificate IV in Outdoor Leadership, 19 adults signed up
and continue to study with the Foundation. This was made successful by our partnership with
the Scouts Registered Training Organisation (RTO:5443) which will continue to expand our
program of certificates in 2021.
Certificate IV in Outdoor Leadership encompasses all aspects of Operation Flinders including
bushwalking, map reading and navigation as well as working with as risk youth. Many of those
who have participated in this are Field Volunteers and have already participated on an Exercise.
With this class completing the final assessment for January, we are looking forward to
welcoming the next group of trainees in 2021.

PGM Sean, Assistant Team Leader
Harry and Team Leader Heath

Training Snapshot 2020

47

44

Certificate IV Outdoor
Leadership

Field
Volunteers
DavidNew
Smith,
Team
Leader

completed Induction Training
Certificate II
Outdoor
Recreation

40

19

New Field Volunteers Completed
Field Training

New or Refresher of
Provide First Aid
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63

15

New & Refresher Child Safe
Environment Training

EXERCISES
Exercise Stats 2020
The logistical and operational challenges of 2020 during a pandemic were overcome but not without considerable effort by the entire
volunteer team, thank you to all. After years of talking about the pro’s and con’s we ran our first “back to back” exercises. Yes, we
made it happen. Schools and agencies rallied together with the support of the Department for Education to reschedule numerous
times.

Cooks on Exercise; Jenny and Grant

Exercise Snapshot 2020

350

Ration boxes packed

68

Campsites setup

200

Vehicle movements to / from
Yankaninna Station

2,730
Field Meals

24

Tonnes of food and stores in
direct support of the
exercises

38

Schools / Agencies

150

Field Volunteers
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LOGISTICS
Major Yankaninna Projects
In 2020, Yankaninna Station transformed once again as our
dedicated volunteers and supporters stepped up to ensure
the property and the components around the Exercises were
appropriate and suitable.
It wasn't just Base Camp that transformed but the projects
supporting priorities such as hygiene in the field and team
access in the case of an emergency were worked on.
The Foundation would like to thank all contributors of these
projects who provided financial support and / or hands-on
support through the year.

New composting toilet

Rebuild of the pantry

Reassembly of the RAH sheds

Preparing for road works
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YOUR LEGACY
Leave a Legacy that Endures
As we celebrate our 30th year, I can’t help but think back on how far our amazing Foundation
has come. We have changed the lives of nearly 9,000 young people - that’s an average of 300
per year. In today’s currency, that represents around $30 million invested in South Australian
youth. The passion of our volunteers today contributes more than 22,000 hours per year and
over the journey, we estimate more than 330,000 hours have been donated by our incredibly
passionate and committed volunteers and supporters.
So it’s probably not surprising that our network of volunteers are the most likely source of
Gifts in Wills. Once you have taken care of those closest to you, have you considered including
Operation Flinders in your Will? A bequest to the Foundation in your Will is an opportunity for
you to reflect what is important to you and invest in the future of young people at risk.
The thought of making or amending a Will is confronting – it causes us to consider our own
mortality and how we want to be remembered. If you have considered providing for the
Foundation in your Will but you’re not sure how to go about it, I can help.
For a confidential discussion about making a bequest as part of your Will, please feel free to
contact me by email engagement@operationflinders.org or call 0411 238 637. Of course if you
have already provided for the Foundation in your Will I say thank you and we’d love to hear
from you too so your generosity can be confidentially recorded.
Leigh Aitken
Engagement Officer
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Thank You

